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What is this presentation about?

• Understanding business preparedness and recovery post natural disasters

• Role of innovation and the regional innovation system in recovery after a 
natural disaster, and what innovations and changes are made to ‘build 
back better’ 

isf.uts.edu.au



Why is this important?

Climate models show 
increasing recurrence of 
extreme weather events 
leading to more bushfires, 
floods and heat waves and 
increased intensity of these 
events.
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Projected changes

Projected temperature changes

Maximum temperatures are projected to 

increase in the near future by 0.4 – 1.0°C

Maximum temperatures are projected to  

increase in the far future by 1.8 – 2.6°C

Minimum temperatures are projected to  

increase in the near future by 0.0 – 0.5°C

Minimum temperatures are projected to  

increase in the far future by 1.4 – 2.6°C

The number of hot days will increase The number of cold nights will decrease

Projected rainfall changes

Rainfall is projected to decrease  

in spring and winter

Rainfall is projected to increase  

in summer and autumn 

Projected Forest Fire Danger Index (FFDI) changes

Average fire weather is projected to 

increase in summer and spring

Number of days with severe fire danger is 

projected to increase in summer and spring
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Source: NSW Government



But…

• Past research examining impacts of extreme events shows greatest 
consequences arise from unexpected sources (Moser 2010); 

• Little understanding of the processes of climate change adaptation and 
preparedness among small business community (Kuruppu et al 2013);

• Resilience, particularly economic resilience is a longed for goal but rarely 
prepared for in a meaningful way.



Research context

• Case study of business responding to extreme event – bushfires in Blue 
Mountains Oct 2013. 

• First of five case studies – Lismore, Cowra, Picton, Alpine

• OEH Climate Change Adaptation Hub – Adaptive Communities Node –
Regional Innovation Systems theme

https://www.uts.edu.au/research-and-teaching/our-research/institute-sustainable-futures/our-research/climate-change/nsw

https://www.uts.edu.au/research-and-teaching/our-research/institute-sustainable-futures/our-research/climate-change/nsw


Relationship between climate change and 
innovation

• Innovation critical input into CCA

• Innovation not always a planned process 

• Critical if we want to ‘build back better’ and increased 
preparedness 

• Assumes/ needs pre-existing capacity and capabilities within 
the community



Blue Mountains case study



Method

Five case studies: 

1. Blue Mountains, 

2. Flooding in Lismore, Central West NSW, Picton

3. Temperature increases in Alpine region

Data sources

• Secondary data – document/ media/ web analysis

• Interviews – key business community spokespeople, businesses (10) 
representing cross sector of industrial composition, plus economic 
development agencies/ support



Fire event

Linksview Rd fire 

State Mine fire 

Mt York fire 





Impacts

“The ways the fires were reported had a big impact, especially in 
the international media – they were reporting that the whole Blue 
Mountains were on fire. There were three separate fires, two were 
very bad, but they were located in one particular street/ area, but 
the way the media reported the events it was as if everywhere was 
on fire and that no one should come anywhere near the Blue 
Mountains and as a result no one did” 
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Impacts

“The day after I had 60 phone calls and they were 
all people ringing up to cancel their bookings, at 
the end of the week that the fires started we were 
down $50k worth of bookings and after the whole 
fire incident we were down $250k in bookings. We 
had cancellations call as far away as Holland, 
cancelling their booking three months out” 



Business preparedness

• Businesses not as prepared as we think

• Many businesses consider fire risks part of doing business in the 
Mountains



Innovations

Individual business level

• Business system redundancy – cloud storage, investments in online 
presence 

• Business diversification

• Communications strategies and plans:

– strategies for reaching current and future customers

– Major focus on social media channels, 

– Media management – accuracy in reporting on locations and impacts 

• Only a few consciously created disaster management plans after the 
fires



Innovations

Business community level
• Majority of response innovations were collective
• Media conference – discussing reporting and impact
• Economic business case prepared three weeks post fire – with early 

numbers on tourism downturn
• Economic agency participation in recovery committees
• Economic recovery projects scoped and developed as part of strategic 

planning process – ready to access recovery funding
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Implications 

• Individual and collective innovations contribute to future resilience

• Ability of businesses to respond to climate events dependent on strengths 
of existing capabilities in knowledge and networks.

• Shift towards “shared responsibility” requires some capacity building, 
guidance, tools and models on how to do this.

• This research suggests business preparedness is deficient – but we want 
business to be part of the recovery



Thank you!

Questions?

Further contact:

Samantha Sharpe

Institute for Sustainable Futures

University of Technology Sydney

Samantha.sharpe@uts.edu.au

mailto:Samantha.sharpe@uts.edu.au
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